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Mural Catches Roosevelt Middle School By Surprise

“I wonder how long 
that’s been there.”

There are many things to 
say about the new mural 
in Roosevelt Middle 
School (located near the 
library on the second 
floor). In the few days that 
it’s been a part of our 
school, it’s already 
brightened our hallways 
and given our school a 
more lively appearance. 
It’s presence evokes 
emotion and changes how 
students and staff alike 
feel about being in the 
building. 

Personally, I can say, 
without a doubt, that the 
new mural adds a 
necessary amount of life 
to our daily routines. When 
walking up and down the 
halls nearly every 42 
minutes for 6 hours of 5 
days for 10 months, things 
start to get repetitive.

It was a break from the 
usual gray and the usual 
routine. Soon, it’ll become 
a part of future students' 
routine. It’ll become 
something that makes 
them think “I wonder how 
long that’s been there” and 
we’ll all have the privilege 
of saying “I know what it 
looked like before”.  

With this new mural 
comes the question of why 
it was painted in the first 
place. What does this 
mural mean? Why is it 
important? Why is it a part 
of our school? It can be 
argued that this mural is 
not only appreciation 
towards staff and students 
but intended to spread 
awareness about the 
learning situation during 
COVID-19 in a more 
positive light. .

You’ve seen every wall an 
indescribable amount of 
times, you’ve roamed the 
schools every corner and 
you’ve seen all there is to 
see. Nothing feels special, 
everything feels like a 
repetition of the day 
before. The new mural 
lessens this repetition, it’s 
something new and 
something different. It’s 

something we’ve never 
seen before - something 
we’ve never experienced 
before. 

It’s hardly up for debate 
that Covid-19 has 
changed the learning 
process; being socially 
distanced, wearing masks 
and keeping up with 
sanitation has become the 
norm. The mural itself 
seems to be a response to 
the way Coronavirus has 
affected school. Some of 
the more obvious 
indications being the way 
“safe” and “healthy” are 
seen on various locations 
around the mural. 
Whereas the more subtle 
indications would be the 
way the desks are spaced 
apart and everyone is 
socially distanced.

Covid-19 has 
changed the 

learning process

The new mural lessons 
this repetition…

42 minutes… 6 hours… 
5 days… 10 months



Roosevelt Union Free 
School District’s mission.

was more to communicate 
both the Roosevelt Middle 
School and the Roosevelt 
Union Free School 
District’s mission under 
the direction of the 
Superintendent of 
Schools, Dr. Deborah 
Wortham. Dr. Wortham’s 
affiliation with NYS Office 
of Children and Family 
Services and the Nassau 
County Office of Youth 

made it possible for the 
mural to be done here at 
the middle school.  The 
mural itself is an allegory 
to caring for the 
connection of academics 
and social emotion. The 
mural is located on the 
bridge near the library 
connecting the front of the 
building to the back. 
The location of the mural 
plays a part in it’s 
message. 

We have assumptions as 
to who did it and guesses 
as to why but until now, 
we’ve had no definite 
answers. Who made this 
mural possible and what 
were they hoping to 
achieve? From a student 
standpoint, the mural can 
be seen as everything 
previously stated - a form 
of appreciation, a 
storyteller and mood 

booster. But it seems that 
from a faculty standpoint, 
the end goal (although 
hoping to accomplish 
everything stated above)

“Healthy, Safe, 
Engaged, Challenged, 

Supported.”

Who made this 
possible?

Although there are many 
conflicted emotions towards 
the situation, the mural seems 
to utilize vibrant colors and 
bubbly fonts to ease negative 
emotions and see the 
situation in a more positive 
light. Like many murals, it 
seems to tell a story and 
engage the community. The 
mural can also be seen as 
appreciation for the students 
and faculty at Roosevelt 
Middle School. There are 
many other schools within the 
next few miles and out of all of 
them, approximately 3 
received funding for a mural 
as well. To have received this 
honor, it can be interpreted as 
the community’s way of 
saying “I see you, Roosevelt 
Middle School.” When 
students walked into school 
on Monday morning, the third 
of January after winter break, 
they were met with this new 
mural. A mural they’ve heard 
nothing about prior. This 
created a sense of mystery 
surrounding the mural.
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The bridge itself represents 
the connection between one 
side of the whole child to the 
other. Much like how the 
bridge connects core 
subjects (Math, Science, 
English, Social Studies) to 
non-core subjects (STEAM, 
Home & Careers, Family & 
Consumer Science, Art). he 
goal was to convey the 
message of caring for 
students altogether and not 
solely their academics. While 
academics are important, the 
Roosevelt Union Free 
School District cares for the 
health, safety and 
engagement of their 
students.  They want the 
students of this school 
district to be challenged and 
supported.



Nicia Warren 
Grade 8 

RMS Journalist

As said by Dr. Sumter, “We’re 
concerned about them as 
human beings, as people and 
as students.”  The mural 
represents what Dr. Sumter 
calls the “whole child”, the 
pieces of which are shown on 
the mural - “Healthy, Safe, 
Engaged, Challenged, 
Supported”.The front side of 
the mural represents the 
academic portion of the whole 
child and the back side 
represents the social 
emotional portion. Though this 
mural was clearly no easy 
feat, what exactly did it take 
for this mural to become the 
mural we encountered when 
we walked into the building on 
Monday morning?

 It took serious amounts of 
planning, dedication and time. 
There were many people 
involved and significant effort put 
into this mural. There had to be a 
good leader, one who could plan 
when and how things would 
happen. There had to be people 
with dedication, who’d take time 
out of their holiday break to bring 
this mural completion. For this, 
these people deserve their 
moment of appreciation. We 
have Dr. Sumter, Mr. Gladstone, 
Mrs. McCabe, Mrs. Schreifer and 
Mrs. Nesbitt, Mr. Unger and four 
7th grade students; Marie Paul, 
Melany Moreno, Paige Williams, 
and Naomi Johnson to thank for 
this mural and it’s contribution to 
the school.
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Fun & Games



Answers:
CONGRATULATIONS RMS NEWSPAPER 

CLUB ON YOUR FIRST 
SUBMISSION!



Found at: https://www.pehsu.net/_Library/COVID_Comics/Entire_Series_-_COVID_Comic_Strips.pdf


